Traditionally excellent. 
Gain a B.Sc./M.Sc. in German Engineering!

at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe/ Germany
German Engineering
What’s about it’s excellent reputation?

5th Largest economy in the World

Immigrant Employment Rate in Germany

69%

4th In Exports in the World

Government Investments in R&D 69%

BBC: „The best engineers come from Germany“*
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
Portfolio & Figures

KIT Research Focuses
- Information Technology
- Energy
- Mobility

KIT Data & Facts
- 9,315 Employees
- 847M € Annual Budget
- 25,196 Students
- 355 Professors
- 125 Institutes

Source: KIT, July 2016
Famous Engineers from Karlsruhe
The love for inventing never stops – Carl Benz

- **Heinrich Hertz**
  Proofs electro magnetic waves in 1886/88: Basis of all „over-the-air“ communication of today's life

- **Carl Benz**
  Patents the Benz Motorwagen #1 in 1885: Basis for all automobiles today

- **Emile Škoda**
  Studied in Karlsruhe and founder of SKODA Auto

- **Karl Steinbuch**
  Counts as founder of the Information Technology and has been professor at the KIT in 1958 – 1980

- **Dieter Zetsche**
  CEO of the Daimler AG since 2006 and since 2009 member of the industry board of the KIT
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
University Rankings

QS World Ranking by Subject: Nine subjects of KIT are in the top 100!

“German HR responsibles rank KIT on place 1 in regards to Information Technology“
(Wirtschaftswoche)
German Global Companies
Technology Region Karlsruhe

BASF
World's Biggest Chemical Company

Daimler's biggest Truck Plant in the World

John Deere

Bosch Logistics
Invented for life

Porsche

And a lot more…
International Schools at the KIT

Mechanical Engineering College of the KIT

Technology Business School of the KIT
Talent pool for international Mechanical Engineers. The B.Sc. Program is a perfect match of state of the art teaching, an individual mentoring program, a close approach to industry as well as high standard living environment.

Target group: Graduates from International Schools with a clear perspective in German engineering

International students: 92%
Carl Benz School of Engineering
Mechanical Engineering College of the KIT

- English-taught B.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering (International)
- Talent bench for global engineers (90% International Students)
- Hands-On industry training program in the field of Smart Factory
- Interdisciplinary & technical comprehension
- Individualized study & career guidance
- Supplementary courses (Intercultural training, language & culture courses, …)
- Save On-Campus Housing
HECTOR School
Technology Business School of the KIT

Exec. M.Sc. Programs & Certificate Courses
KIT Technology Business School

Agile and future-oriented continuing education
HECTOR School combines cutting edge technology know-how with management topics for experienced engineers in industry. The Technology Business School is the strategic partner for human resource development of industry worldwide.

Target Group: High Potentials in Industry
International students: 40 %
HECTOR School
6 Executive Master Programs
Part-time, English-taught, 2-year Program

- Production & Operations Management
- Management of Product Development
- Mobility Systems Engineering & Management
- Financial Engineering
- Service Management & Engineering
- Energy Engineering & Management
Become a German Engineer & study in the heart of Europe.

Gian-Pietro Solinas
Program Consultant
Phone: +49 721 608 47902
Email: gian.solinas@kit.edu

www.carlbenschool.kit.edu
www.hectorschool.kit.edu